ACUPUNCTURE:
There was a cow that was a leading specialist in acupuncture. When this cow fell on a porcupine, it received a taste of his own medicine! Like wholly cow!

ASTROLOGY:
You can tell a lot about someone if you know his or her astrological sign. Take Jesus, born on December 25; he fed 5,000, walked on water: typical Capricorn.

AGE REGRESSION AND EVOLUTION:
These hypnotic-regression stories are getting better and better. A hypnotist supposedly regressed an evolutionist so far into the past that the evolutionist actually heard the Big Bang happen.

AGE REGRESSION:
A: A hypnotist regressed Julius to the second before his birth, Julius experienced the long trip along the birth canal and the primal sensation of cold air on his head as he was born.
B: Wasn't that incredible?
A. "Sure it was, since Julius was delivered cesarean!" Yeah his mother named him J.C., Julius the Cesarean!

ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE:
Q: Have you ever used a form of alternative medicine?
A: Yes, I was out of Tylenol once, so I took a Bayer.

ANTI-SCIENCE:
Allies In Wonderland - Fringe groups joined to support the latest extraordinary claims.

AROMA THERAPY:
Aromatherapy stinks and smells!

ASTROLOGY:
I'm a Pisces, and Pisces are born not to believe in astrology.

AUDIO ILLUSION - NOT OPTICAL:
There is a mute who wants to buy a toothbrush. By imitating the action of brushing one's teeth, he successfully expresses himself to the shopkeeper and the purchase is done. Now if there is a blind man who wishes to buy a pair of sunglasses, how should he express himself?
B. How?
A. He opens his mouth and says "I would like to buy a pair of sunglasses"

AURA:
-I was off-color, so I went to my local psychic. Not only was I channeled for my life color energy, but he replaced the burnt-out bulb in my aura also. Yes, the light of my after life.
-Psychic #1 asked if psychic #2 sees an aura around everyone and, what does that mean? Psychic #2 said, "You need new glasses."
-I have just found out the psychic who's been reading my aura for the past lifetime is blind!
-If there really is a magnetic aura around our body, we could go naked and just wear iron fillings.
-If there really are electronic waves generated by our thoughts; we all are senders, maybe some are born special with electrical wave receiving units. Now I realize that we have never found one of these electrical receiving units in a human, but who needs data you party pooper. When we find one of these receiving units we will not call it psychic anymore, it will become part of another discipline.

BANK ACCOUNT:
It has been shown beyond question that psychics of various kinds, shapes, and dimensions can reduce your bank account. What has not been determined is the color of the crime blue collar, white collar, or invisible color collar crime.

G FOOT:
Bigfoot fans don't give up easily. I pointed out to one excited Bigfoot believer that the prints he'd found in the snow were of normal size. “Yep,” he declared, “these here be the first young’un Bigfoot tracks I ever see’d.”

BOYCOTTS (SHAMS):
Boycott SHAMpoo! Demand the REAL poo!

BRAG:
When I say I am good, I am not bragging... I am lying.

CARBON DATING:
Science continues losing the battle. 90% of Americans surveyed thought Carbon Dating was a marriage bureau available 900 number, and it replaced the psychic hot hot line.

CHANGE:
Zen Master goes up to the hot dog cart, "Make me one with everything."
Hot dog vendor fixes a hot dog.
Zen Master pays with a $20 bill.
Vendor puts the bill in the cash box and closes it.
Zen Master: "Where's my change?
Vendor: Change must come from within

CHANNELING
Channeling is just bad ventriloquism. In ventriloquism, a roomful of people listen as someone fakes the speech of a dummy. In channeling, a roomful of dummies listen as someone fakes the speech of a ghost.

CHICKEN LITTLE:
Chicken Little's prediction about the falling sky only has to be right once. Likewise of the millions of predictions of the end of the world only one has to be true.

CHIROPRACTOR:
A chiropractor advertised he was curing pain and all kinds of ailments by the carloads, but it was found he was just pulling a leg!
CHANGE:
Change does not necessarily assure progress, but progress always requires change.

CREDIBILITY:
A: This credibility thing has gone berserk!
B: Nobody believes anybody no matter what they say about anything!
A: I don’t believe that.

COLD READING:
How to get person to say, “Your reading sounds just like me.”
“I see in the crystal ball you graduating cum laude from college top honors at Harvard University, top SAT score, top GRE score, a noble prize winner, elected to congress, an Oscar winner, CEO at a Fortune 500 company. Rich. Health. Does not sound like you?”

COST DEPENDS:
A canny Maine farmer was approached by a stranger one day and asked how much he thought his prize jersey cow was worth. The farmer thought for a moment, looked the stranger over, then said: Are you the tax assessor or has the cow been killed by your car?

CRITICAL THINKING:
Humans can live without air for a few minutes, without water for about two weeks, without food for about two months, and without critical thinking for years.

CLAIM:
Would it be a refreshing change to hear, "The views of the author or the program are necessarily those of their agencies."

COLD READING:
It is difficult to understand people; I’ve decided that the only people I really understand are the people I do fake psychic cold readings for.

CROP CIRCLES:
-A psychic claims that the UFO seen over the area last night, and reported by members of the public as a weather balloon, a flock of birds, the planet Venus and a meteor shower, was in fact, an alien space ship on its way to St. Cloud, MN to make crop circles near a psychic mutated herd of fire walking aura reading spoon benders.
-Some UFO’s must be really small. I just discovered a crop circle in my violet flowerpot.

CRYSTALS:
I was once asked if I had ever used the wonderful method of Crystal Therapy, and if it had worked. I said, it had, I had become instantly happier. "Wonderful," the crystal therapist declared, "was it a blue crystal?" I said, "No, It was a Billy Crystal movie."

DATA:
don’t have much confidence in the latest Noah’s Ark search team. They’ve been in Turkey for 8 weeks and still haven’t found Mount Ararat!

DOGMATIC / CATEGORISTIC:
Humans become more than mere animals when they become less **DOGmatic** and **CATegoristic**.

**DUALISM:**
Be wary of all psychological dualisms, for example:
- Brain vs. Mind
- Right Brain vs. Left Brain
- Mind vs. Body
- Emotion vs. Reason
- Nature vs. Nurture

**DREAM:**
Do not look for your dreams to interpret your life, but rather for use in life to learn how to interpret why we dream at all.

**E.S.P. CRYSTAL BALL:**
- Psychic: I'm going to a Psychic's Convention!
- Client: When is it?
- Psychic: Search me?
- Client: Oh, I get it...you have to consult your crystal ball?
- Local Psychic: No, I have to consult the ad in the newspaper...

**E.S.P. DEATH:**
- Psychic - There is good news and bad news from the crystal ball! The good news is you will live 24 hours.
- One Red Two - If that is good news what is bad news?
- Psychic - Bad news, I should have called yesterday.

**E.S.P. EXPOSED:**
This first Psychic was exposed nationally on the Tonight Show. He had never been exposed nationally before. Locally, he exposed on the bus.

**E.S.P. EXTRAORDINARY CLAIMS EXTRAORDINARY DATA:**
Extra ordinary claims require extra ordinary evidence.
Under ordinary claims require under ordinary evidence.

**E.S.P. EYES:**
Now comes the most important part of my E.S.P. performances. Keep 1 eye on me, 1 eye on X's -face, and your other eye on X's hand.

**E.S.P. FUN DA MENTAL:**
Fun before mentalism (Fun da mentalism) or mentalism after da fun

**E.S.P. GENIE – PEACE:**
A debunker walking along the shores of Peace Lake at the Peace Garden found a bottle floating near shore. Upon retrieving and opening the bottle, out popped the Peace Genie.
Genie: You set me free you are my master. I will grant you your wish.
Dee Bunker: I wish for Peace in the World, particularly in these countries; (she then proceeds to pull out a map), here, she says, "Iran, Iraq, Israel, and Egypt," etc.
Genie: Wow, those countries have been fighting so long, that it is impossible. Can't you give me an easier
Dee Bunker: Okay, we will forget that request, how about ending the irrational thinking in the paranormal area.
Genie: Let me look at that map again.

E.S.P. GHOST:
- Easy come, easy ghost.
- Don't be afraid...that's only your Uncle Fred shaking the table! He says he wants your credit card numbers, and any cash you have.

E.S.P. HEX:
Customer looking for a hex: (to wizard/psychic)
"Do you practice safe hex?"

E.S.P. MEANINGS (E.S.P. CUTE Abbreviations):
- Entirely Spurious Phenomena
- Especially Sucker-able People
- Excellent Sensory Panky
- Exploring (Explain) (Examining) Senses Precise-less-ly (Performance-less)
- Extra Secret Performance
- Extra Sensory Deception
- Extra Silly Person
- Extra Special Person
- Extra Special Performer
- Extra Special Price
- Extra Special Wonderment - read the dictionary upside down and looks for secret messages.
- Extra Spring-Cleaning Psychology
- Examining Spurious Pseudo science

E.S.P. PALM READER:
Palm Reader Customer: "My palm reader told me my life line is very short. I was told I could gain a few more years by extending the line with a grease pencil, so I bought it for $100.00. Someday I should go back and have the same palm reader increase my IQ line also."
Mouse in Corner: "I'd hurry!"
Palm reader: You have bad lines.
Writer: I don't need a mind reader to tell me that.
- A sign at the Telepathy Institute reads, "If you have to ask, you don't belong here."

ESP PK:
- Those of you who do not believe in E.S.P. raise your hand.
- Those of you who believe in P.K. raise my hand.
- Items on the "Mental Magic Personal Inventory"

E.S.P. PREDICTION:
- This Psychic has performed for Kings, Queens, and Presidents, but not yet.
- Before My birth I made a prediction.

E.S.P. PHONE:
- (When a phone rings in audience) Tell the President, I can't talk to him now, but thanks for the call.

E.S.P. PSYCHIC ABILITY:
- It is no fun reading your thoughts.
- You should apologize for use of your thoughts.
- Psychic to my stomach.
- One-way nature compensates for psychic ability is give me a poor memory.
- Psychic to me

E.S.P. PSYCHIC ADVERTISEMENT:
America's Forthcoming Number #1 Mentalist

ESP PSYCHIC JAIL:
When a tiny, psychic escaped from jail, did you see what the newspaper reported - "small medium at large".

E.S.P. PSYCHIC OF THE YEAR:
I just learned psychically 5 years ago I won the “Psychic of the Year Award.”

E.S.P. PSYCHIC SIDE KICK:
Psychic Side Kick Deputy Sheriff: “Not only did John rob the bank, but the serial number on his six-gun is 2347782.

E.S.P. READING:
Psychic sitting at the booth at a Psychic Fair: "Do you want a Psychic reading?" Person walking by booth: "Not if you need to ask."

E.S.P. RECEIVER:
We know; all individuals have electric sending centers in the brain. What would it be like if one was born with a receiver?

E.S.P. REINCARNATION;
-Reincarnation Thought: I wouldn't want to know about my previous or future lives. What if it turned out I was even more dull and boring than I am now?
-Anybody here believe in reincarnation? I just wanted to welcome you back.

E.S.P. SHADOW LIKE:
While traveling in the orient, specifically in Kokomo, I learned the power to be able to cloud minds so they can not see me, like run over and look in that folded sheet with the selected card written on it.

E.S.P. TELEPATHIC:
I thought ESPN was a telepathic network.

E.S.P. TIME:
As for my next P.K. stunt, I will cram a half hour PK demo into only 30 minutes.

E.S.P. TORNADO:
John looked out the window, and saw his Psychic neighbor, Mr. Guru, looking up to the sky. He went out to see what Mr. Guru was looking at.
Mr. Guru: "John, come on out. My psychic crystal ball confirmed the notion weather center radio weather report I heard earlier, there is a tornado watch. Come join me for the psychic tornado watch."

EARTH AGE:
The suggestion that the earth is only 10,000 years old is false. You only have to add-up Shirley MacLaine's life spans to see that it is longer than that.

END OF THE WORLD:
A Fundamentalist gloom group is now publishing a book (actually 50 3 by 5 cards) listing all the days in the next 100 years on which the world will NOT end. Don't worry if the world doesn't end, most people will not hold it against you the world did not end.

EVIDENCE:
Pigs fly, when nobody is watching. There is no contradictory evidence.

EVOLUTION SCALE:
Humans are on top of the evolution scale because humans made the scale!

EXORCIST:
Did you read about the naive cleric who showed-up at a haunted house wearing track pants and sneakers? - He'd come to exercise a ghost.

FAITH HEALERS:
- Faith Healer's cures always seem to go into remission.
- I asked a woman if she really believed the Faith Healer could cure her arthritis. 'And why shouldn't I?' she said, "He's cured it 100 times before!"

FINDING PSYCHIC:
Skeptics have investigated psychics for almost fifty years and have yet to find a genuine one. Are those skeptics incompetent or what.

FIRE WALKING:
Isn't fire walking from hell? It would be a good skill to have there.

FRANKENSTEIN IN THE HOUSE:
Hans and Stein were playing in the supposed haunted house when one of the boys accidentally swallowed a coin (a franc) and started to choke. Hans ran out to get help, yelling, 'Mom! 'Dad! Come quick! There's a franc in Stein in the haunted house!

FRAUD:
A paperboy was selling newspapers, "Extra! Extra! Read all about it! Two men swindled!" A man bought a paper & thumbed through it. "Hey, kid, I don't see anything in here about two men being swindled." The boy began to shout, "Extra! Extra! Three men swindled!"

FUTURE:
Customer: Can you psychics see where my future will go?
Psychic: Yes.
Customer: What does it say?
Psychic: Don't go there.

FUTURE ECONOMIST:
An economist is an expert who will know tomorrow why the things he predicted yesterday didn’t happen today.

FALSE EXPLANATION:
I know that you believe that you understand what you think I said, but I'm not sure you understand that what you heard is not what I meant.

FRAUD:
More fraud per square inch in social or behavioral sciences than any other area.

E.S.P. A. "How are you doing?" B. "Feeling great!" A. "I knew that."

GALILEO:
Any highly verbal unscientifically person defending himself by reminding you that Galileo was persecuted too...ain't Galileo.

GHOST:
I was sitting at the piano in an old house when an apparition appeared, and asked if I knew any haunting refrains.

GRAVITY:
I am so interested, when I find myself reading books about anti-gravity machines; I just can’t put the book down.

GHOST RADIO:
Did you hear about the ghostly presence that is allegedly haunting Oprah's talk-show studio? It's a kind of Phantom of the Oprah

GRAPHOLOGY:
My graphologist was so accurate in telling my past work experiences, that I was totally convinced I had finally found a psychic area I could believe in- then, I noticed I had given the graphologist my handwriting sample on the back of my resume.

GULLIBLE:
With Gullibility Travels & Journeys About the Extra Ordinary Claim Universe.

HALF THERE:
I went to the Psychic Marge the Wam-Wam Girl to have my mind read, and after she read my mind Marge was so honest I was only charged a half price.

HANDS LAYING ON:
-Sickness at an auto plant in Detroit has been attributed to the laying off of hands.
-Something at least psychic has happened by laying on of hands at the Massage Parlor.

HAPPINESS:
Happy people are those who do not pass up an opportunity to laugh at themselves, or to love (positively reinforce, others). Unhappy people are those who get these two backwards.
HOMEOPATHIC:
A neighbor tried to commit suicide by overdosing on Homeopathic medicine - he gave up after taking forty barrels!

ICONS:
- There's a phenomenon happening on my computer at the moment that is embarrassing for a skeptic like me - weeping icons!
- Some times it sounds like it is “can you top this” a burial shroud, a corn tortilla, a painting, painting done by cows tail, on the wall of a underpass in Chicago, random Rorschach paint and rock formations, and can you to this?

INTELLIGENCE AND THE PSYCHIC:
There is no such thing as an under estimate of the real life functional intelligence of those believing in the paranormal Yes, the expression a psychic sucker is born every minute is a low estimate.

ILLUSIONS:
All illusions “used” on people are not done in magic shows.

INFERRED CAUSE:
When a psychologists gives misdirection to look for an inferred cause of behavior that is real magic. A lot of misdirection has worked for centuries.

INTRODUCTION-PSYCHIC:
As a comedy mind reader he's half psychic and half-wit.

IRIDOLOGIST:
- My friend wanted to be an iridologist, but was too shy to look people in the eye - so she became a proctologist.
- An iridologist told a patient: "I hate to tell you this, but you have gallstones and brain tumors"
  Patient: "I hate to tell you this, but you're looking in my glass eye!"
- An Iridologist told me the visual distortion at my iris indicated problems with memory. Right - I'd forgot to remove a contact lens.

LOBOTOMY:
Q: What would it take to get you to believe in my new astrological new age Uri Geller pyramid power religion?
A: A lobotomy!

MACHO PSYCHIC:
A macho male customer was told by his favorite psychic, "You are going to meet a beautiful young woman who wants to know everything about you."
The macho male psychic customer said, "That's great! Will I meet her at a lively party, a lively bar, or where?"
"No," said the psychic, "Next term very dead--in her medical school skeletal anatomy lab class."

MAGIC AND SCIENCE:
Science or technology that does not look magical is not sufficiently advanced. Any world simple enough to be understood is too simple to produce a person able to understand it.
MENTALIST:
My name is (your stage name) and I am a mentalist. (Pause) How many people here know what a mentalist is? Please raise your hands. (Pause for show of hands.) Great, how many of you who raised your hands thought I said ‘Methodist’?

MIND:
-I’ve got a mind like a steel, rusty, and illegal in 37 States.
-Just remember that this psychic stuff is all in your mind (head).

MAGIC TRICK:
Of course it is a magic trick. If it was real, I would start a religion.

MATH PROOF:
Proof that 2 = 1

Given: A = B

\[
\begin{align*}
A^2 &= B^2 \quad \text{Square both sides} \\
A^2 &= AB \quad \text{Substituting equals for equals (A=B)} \\
A^2 - B^2 &= AB - B^2 \quad \text{Subtract B2 from both sides} \\
(A-B)(A+B) &= (A-B)B \quad \text{Factor} \\
A + B &= B \quad \text{Divide by (A-B)} \\
1 + 1 &= 1 \quad \text{Substitute A = 1} \\
2 &= 1
\end{align*}
\]

MEASUREMENT:
1.6 million not counted in the census – how do you know?

MEASUREMENT EINSTEIN:
Not everything that counts can be counted; and not everything that can be counted counts.” Albert Einstein
Not everything that can’t be counted is real. Things that can’t be counted may very likely not be. It’s a fraud pretend they exist or pretend to count them. If it can’t be counted, and you say it counts, how do you kn

1. It exists
2. It counts

MEDIUM RARE:
An unusual medium, the psychic is at least medium rare.

METAL BEND:
With no trouble I can bend metal in my car with thoughts. I continually think my car is about three feet short it really is.

MIND READING:
I have mind reading in my blood... I just wish it were in my act!

MIND READING – SELF:
If I sit here all night and read my own mind, it would not be very impressive.
NEAR DEATH:
Maybe there is reincarnation. A trance channeler told me there was great excitement on the astral plane last week - a spirit had a near-life experience.

NEGATIVE PSYCHIC VIBES:
I told a friend her psychic advisor was a phony. She said, “You’re always so negative – just once I’d like to get positive response from you.”
I said, “Okay, I’m positive your psychic advisor is a phony!”

NESSIE:
Scottish police has denied reports that the Loch Ness Monster swallowed two tourists. A spokesperson said, “It’s true that two people are missing, but there is no need to turn a simple UFO-ESP Bermuda Triangle psychic alien out-of-body abduction paranormal powers transform into another ridiculous Nessie story.”

NOAH:
I have a theory as to why searchers have not been able to find any trace of Noah’s ark on Mount Ararat or anywhere else. All the animals got off- except the termites.

NOSTRADAMUS:
A Nostradamus prophesy:
When William leads the eagle the Great One will appear again
In the desert land of his triumph
And will take once more the crown
Casting out the dark pretender. WOW
Do you doubt this refers to the imminent return of Christ (or someone who looks like his photograph) to the homeland, where he will again be the Prince of Peace and defeat the powers of Satan?
Or maybe, Elvis is coming back to Memphis where he will be The King (and/ or Queen) again and will make his people forget Michael Jackson and who ever.
Or, fighting man Mike Tyson is going to fight George Foreman and win back his heavyweight title in an other life.
Or you name it!!!!
X-rays of Nostradamus show his tongue planted firmly in his cheek.

OBJECTIVE EVIDENCE:
I don’t buy the Project Mogul explanation of the Roswell incident. A radar detected target made of balsawood and tinfoil could never have carried the four aliens recovered from the wreckage.

OCCAM’S RAZOR:
-My wife doesn’t respect my skeptical interest. I caught her shaving her legs with Occam’s razor!
-George is not a fully committed skeptic, he runs his Occam’s Razor by pyramid power!

OPEN MINDED:
-I'm as open minded as the next person - and there's not a thing anyone can say or do to change my mind.
-Don't be so opened minded your brain falls out.

OUIJA:
A blurb or a computerized Oji board - it comes with a spell checker.
OUT OF BODY/MIND:
I don’t know about all of these people who claim to have been out of their bodies, now if they claimed to be out of their minds...

OUTER SPACE:
Could be we are being visited by aliens from other planets. I mentioned the O.J. trial (or any popular event) to a guy last night and he said, "What trial is that?"

PARANORMAL BELIEF STRENGTH:
People's willingness to believe in the paranormal is much stronger than all the scientific evidence shown that the paranormal does not exist.
When two incompatible beliefs or principles are advocated with equal intensity, the truth does not lay halfway between them. Data decides not the most intense voice.

PARANORMAL BELIEF STRENGTH:
Some people's willingness to believe in the paranormal is much stronger than all the scientific evidence shown that the paranormal does not exist. When two incompatible beliefs or principles are advocated, the truth does not rest halfway between them, and it is not the most intense voice that wins.

PAST LIFE:
A person is in prison because of a past life regression. It was discovered he'd been sentenced to three life terms for murder in a previous life and had only served two.

PATHETIC MENTALISM:
A bad mentalist is telepathic.

PHONE BUSY:
An overheard psychic, at 2:08 A.M., today I had the psychic vibe you were concentrating on the exact same thing I was, exactly the same time. I tried to call you to talk to you about it, but the line was busy.

PREDICTION:
Press: What is the hardest thing about being psychic?
Psychic: Prediction is most difficult, especially when it is about the future.
Press: How long have you been performing mind reading/mentality magic?
Psychic: It will be a day next Thursday".
- This Psychic has performed for Kings, Queens, and Presidents, but not yet.
- Before my birth, I made a prediction.

PREDICTIONS 2056:
Ozone created by electric cars now killing millions in the seventh largest country in the world, Mexifornia, formally known as California.

Couple petitions court to reinstate heterosexual marriage.

Last remaining Fundamentalist Muslim dies in the American Territory of the Middle East (formerly known as Iran, Afghanistan, Syria and Lebanon).
Iran still closed off; physicists estimate it will take at least 10 more years before radioactivity decreases to safe levels.

George Z. Bush says he will run for President in 2058.

Postal Service raises price of first class stamp to $17.50 and reduces mail delivery to Wednesdays only.

85-year, $75.8 billion study: Diet and Exercise are the keys to weight loss.

Average weight of Americans drops to 250 lbs.

Japanese scientists have created a camera with such a fast shutter speed, they now can photograph a woman with her mouth shut.

Massachusetts executes last remaining conservative.

Supreme Court rules punishment of criminals violates their civil rights.

Average height of NBA players now nine feet, seven inches.

New federal law requires that all nail clippers, screwdrivers, fly swatters and rolled-up newspapers must be registered by January 2057.

Congress authorizes direct deposit of formerly illegal political contributions to campaign accounts.

IRS sets lowest tax rate at 75 percent.

Spotted Owl plague threatens northwestern United States crops and livestock.

Baby conceived naturally . . . scientists stumped!

**PROBABILITY:**
All those low probabilistic things can happen this instant, because there could be many universes existing at this moment what appears low probability is not low probable, it is chance or highly probable. Two billion to one probability is probable cause there are that many universes and it is happening many times in each universe now.

**PSEUDO SCIENCE:**
A friend had so much plastic surgery done; she willed her body to pseudo science.

**PSYCHIC ABILITY:**
- It is no fun reading your thoughts.
- You should apologize for your thoughts.
- Psychic (sick) to my stomach.
- One-way nature compensates for psychic ability is by giving me a poor memory.
- Psychic it to me, psychic it to me. (To the tune of, "Sock it to me, Sock it to me"

**PSYCHIC ADVERTISEMENT:**
America's Forthcoming Number #1 Psychic – Make an Appointment
Why would you need to make an appointment to see a psychic?

**PSYCHIC AND A FORGETFUL PERSON:**
You forget things before I think of them!

**PSYCHIC AND SCIENCE:**
psi-ence
Psychic-ence

**PSYCHIC AGENT:**
A fake psychic entertainer walked into the psychic booking agency. The receptionist says... "Think of a number and read my mind what to do next."

**PSYCHIC BENEFIT SHOW:**
Last night a psychic did a benefit for the survivor of his last show.

**PSYCHIC BOOK TEST:**
When a book stunt used for the supposed psychic book test is non-fictional, then it would be a NOVEL twist.

**PSYCHIC BUMPER STICKER:**
I have this bumper sticker on my car that reads, "If you are a psychic, think honk."

**PSYCHIC DATE:**
-I almost had a psychic date, but the date left me before we met
-Married women are much more psychic than married men. They are the first to know if you're going to have sex tonight.
-I almost had a psychic girlfriend, but she left me before we met.
-It is a well known psychological principle that husbands and wives are psychic. They begin to finish one another's sentences. After a while, they don't need to speak at all. I know many husbands and wives who have not spoken for years.

**PSYCHIC DIFFERENCES:**
Some people supposedly march to a different drummer, and some people are meandering to a different psychic drummer.

**PSYCHIC ENERGY:**
You don't have to see little a psychic for every little thing. When your vibes are out of sync use a
psychonizer. If your aura seems a little dull, pep it up by drinking a few light beers. Light beer is good too if you have difficulty levitating. Don't trouble a fortuneteller to tell your future? - Just make a few prophecies yourself and then self-fulfill.

PSYCHIC FAIR:
A Psychic Fair is like the City Sanitation striking- until it occurs, you don't realize how much garbage is out there.

PSYCHIC FRIENDS:
I almost had a psychic friend, but the person followed a psychic vibe and left me before we met.

PSYCHIC FUTURE:
-This reminds me of the winter of 2011.
-I'm feeling particularly good tonight because I just realized that I will be voted psychic of the year for 2050!
-I knew that I was either a psychic, psychotic, or telepathic sociopath at an early age.

PSYCHIC GULLIBLE:
Gullib (v) er Travels - Journeys About the Extra Ordinary Claim Universe.

PSYCHIC HOTLINE:
-Did you hear about the psychic hotline that filed for bankruptcy? Who ever could have seen that coming?
-The psychic never saw it coming!
-I thought about calling the Psychic Hot Line Network and the next day I got a bill.

PSYCHIC INTRODUCTION:
If you are anything like me, and I know that I am...

PSYCHIC INTRODUCTION:
Psychic Sage on Stage

PSYCHIC JAIL:
-When a tiny psychic escaped from jail, the newspaper reported, "A small medium at large".

PSYCHIC LOTTERY:
Have any of you ever won the lottery? (No hands go up)
Of course not-if you had you wouldn't be here!
If I had won the lottery I wouldn't be here either.

PSYCHIC JAIL:
- When a tiny psychic escaped from jail, did you see what the newspaper reported- "A small medium at large".

PSYCHIC METAL BENDING:
Some people can bend metal with their thoughts. They think their cars are three feet narrower than they are

PSYCHIC – MINDREADING:
Mind reading is 90 percent mental. The other half is physical.
PSYCHIC QUESTION:
I feel that many of you have the same question. "Are you going to win the lottery?"

PSYCHIC OF THE YEAR:
- I just learned that I won the "2001 Psychic of the Year Award."

PSYCHIC OVERLAP:
I'm currently going through a psychic spell, "fringe-wise." My acupuncturist keeps needling me. I don't see eye to eye with my iridologist. My graphologist doesn't know how to read me. I feel manipulated by my chiropractor. My touch therapist won't keep their hands off me. My homeopath doesn't give me much of anything. And my psychic healer makes me sick, and my last psychic proctology reading gave me a pain in my ass.

PSYCHIC PHONE CALL:
This is not an answering machine, this is a telepathic thought recording device. After the tone think about your name, your reason for calling and a number that I can reach you at and I'll psychically return your call.
-Greetings, you have reached Dave the psychic. I know who you are and what you want, so at the sound of the tone please hang up.
-(When a phone rings off stage) Tell the President; I can't talk to him now, but thanks for the call.

PSYCHIC PREDICTION ANNIVERSARY PRESENT:
psychic: "For Your Twentieth Anniversary, I see you taking your spouse to the Rainforest of remote Brazil."
Spouse: "That's going to be a tough anniversary present to beat. What am I going to do for our twenty-fifth Anniversary?"
Psychic: "You are going to go back and get your spouse."

PSYCHIC PREDICTION LOTTERY:
Sometimes, because of my "powers," people ask me if I've ever won the lottery. Of course not - if I had won, I wouldn't be here!

PSYCHIC PREDICTION NAME:
Psychic: What is your name?
Person gives answer.
Psychic: You are right.

PSYCHIC TALK TO DEAD:
A woman went to the local psychic in hopes of contacting her dear grandma. The psychic's eyelids fluttered and she began moaning. Eventually, a voice came, saying, "Granddaughter are you there?"
The granddaughter, wide-eyed responded, "Grandma is that you?"
"Yes granddaughter, it's me."
"It's really you, Grandma?" the woman repeated.
"Yes, it's really me, granddaughter."
The woman paused, "Grandma, I have just one question for you."
"Anything, my child."
"When did you learn to speak English?"
OR "Granddaughter, where in New York City should I go to meet you after this psychic séance? I know you told me, but I forgot."
PSYCHIC THEORY:
I have this theory that all psychic stuff are derived from one major premise, but I don't have good vibes today so I can't tell you what it is.

PSYCHIC GREETINGS:
Thanks for coming up. Please tell the your name.” (She does.) That's correct!” audience

PSYCHIC COMEDIAN INTRODUCTION:
As a comedy mind reader he's half psychic and half-wit.

POWERS:
Rest assured I only use my powers for good

PSYCHIC ANSWER TO "HOW DID YOU DO THAT?"
Pre-inferential cognosis, but don't tell everyone

PSYCHIC CATS:
Cats are psychic. They instinctively know the exact moment their owners will awaken and then they wake the owner 10 minutes earlier.

PSYCHIC READING:
A: I bet you a nickel that I can read your mind!
B: Okay, it's a bet.
A: You’re thinking “no way can Joe read minds! He’s a total clod!”
B: Here's your nickel.

PSYCHIC RESPONSES TO INTRODUCTION:
Telepathy is amazing. While you were saying all of those nice things about me, I was thinking the exact same thing!

PSYCHIC – NO FUTURE:
I had thought about becoming a full time psychic, but I couldn't see the future in it.

PSYCHIC-WE FORGET:
Did you think of a person and they phoned.
Did you think of a person and they didn’t phone.

Did you think of a song and then hear it on the radio.
Did you think of a song and then not hear it on the radio.

PSYCHIC:
Client to Psychic: “Stop beating around the bush---tell me Lohen I make my second million.”

PSYCHIC:
Customer: Can you psychics really see where my future will go?
Psychic: Yes
Customer: What does it say for me?
Psychic: Don’t go there.
PSYCHIC WINNING LOTTERY:
Yes, you will win the lottery, here is the winning number’s 345678, the date is a little fuzzy.

PSYCHIC POWER WEIGHT:
By the E.S.P. power instilled in me I demand or at least politely request that all your excess pounds leave your body and land on the person of your choice.

OUIJA BOARD:
Things are so confused; my Ouija Board just shrugs.

QUANTUM MECHANICS:
Even further proof that science is losing the battle – 86% of Americans think Quantum Mechanics are the people who repair Australian passenger jets.

REFLEXOLOGY:
A Reflexologist told me that pressure on different parts of the foot controls blood flow to various organs in the body. I said, “In that case shift your weight, I don’t think enough blood is getting to your brain!”

REINCARNATION:
-I believe in reincarnation. Did you ever notice how many people come alive around 5 in the afternoon?
-I used to believe in reincarnation but that was in a prior life.
-I believe in reincarnation. I know that I have lived other lives. I have clues. First of all I'm exhausted.

READING MINDS:
I have been reading minds since 8. And (looking at watch) it’s almost 8:30 now

REINCARNATION:
I'm convinced that in a past life I was somebody named Occupant, and they're still forwarding my mail.

RELIGION IN SCHOOLS:
Q: Would you like to see religion back in the schools?
A: Frankly, I'd rather see education back in the schools!

RE_pressed MEMORY
Maybe there's something to this repressed memory stuff. I just discovered under self-hypnosis that I had sexually abused myself as a kid. That's probably why I needed glasses at an early age!

SCIENCE ANSWERS:
Science will not put itself out of business. Good science creates many more challenging puzzles or questions for each question it resolves. For those concerned, science does not put itself out of business. It's okay to think about nonsense, as long as you don't believe in it. A problem to scientific progress at times is not what we don't know, but what we think we know.

SCIENTIST KNOW - WHO IS BEST PREPARED:
Scientists may not always know best about matters of science, but speaking from the probability position they are more likely to be correct than the critic who is not trained in science who makes the argument, "Scientist always don't know best about matters of science."
SUPERSTITION:
Doctor: Take one of these capsules each day.
Patient: What’s in them?
Doctor: Four-leaf clovers.

SUPERSTITION:
A: Why do you always read your psychology book with your hat on?
B: Well, actually, I don’t…I only wear it on days when we have a test….
I guess it’s a kind of superstition… people have a lot of superstitions
A: What would happen if you didn’t do it?
B: Well, I’d probably fail and have to remediate.
A: Have you ever passed?
B: …No- Come to think of it, I’ve never passed.

SELF:
A friend, a New Age junkie, told me I should get in touch with myself, so I’ve been sending myself E-mail, reaching out and asking AT&T to touch me. So far, I haven't replied.
Sex on UFO’s
My friend claims last night was the third time she's had sex aboard a UFO. I asked, "How was this third encounter of the close kind?" She said, "Not only did the earth move, but The Pleiades shook a little."
Skeptics Group:
It's a year since I joined a skeptics group, but they still have doubts about me.
Spell Checker:
A witch is suing a leading software company - she cast the wrong spell and it wasn't caught by her spell checker.

SIXTH SENSE:
Believe me there's nothing to this parapsychology stuff - I have a sixth sense about these things.

SKEPTICS GROUP:
It’s a year since I joined a skeptics group, but they still have doubts about me.

SPELL CHECKER:
A witch is suing a leading software company, because she cast the wrong spell and it wasn't caught by her spell checker.

SUPERSTITIOUS:
-When I see all those silly superstitions people believe in, I thank my lucky stars, knock on wood, cross my fingers for luck and wish on a 4 leaf clover that I never will be superstitious.
-It's bad luck to be superstitious.

THEORY:
I have this theory that all psychic stuff are derived from one major premise, but I don't have good vibes today so I can't tell you what the premise is.

TOUCH:
Strange that a touch therapist doesn't have to touch a person to cure or remove bleeding and pain, and a professional wrestler doesn't have to touch a person to cause bleeding and pain?

TRUTH:
Truth to some is determined by the volume of the voices or number of voices, not evidence.

UFO:
Couple ridding in a horse and buggy, looking at one of the first airplanes: “There goes another one of those UFO's again.”

UFO:
U-guess-it Floating Object.
Ultimate Fraud Objective

UFO AWARD:
UFO award is to the person who has Ultimately Flown Out of earthly influence. The UFO award goes to the human who most convincingly demonstrates he or she is not of this earth, at least out to lunch.

UFO VS. LOCHNESS:
Reports that the Lochness Monster swallowed two UFO tourists have been denied by Scottish police. A spokesperson said, "It's true two UFO people are missing, but there is no need to turn a simple UFO abduction into another ridiculous Nessie story.

UNICORNS VIRGINS:
A: It says here that police took a virgin (male and female) to catch a Unicorn. Do you think people still believe they exist?
B: No - but they still believe unicorns do.

Voodoo Therapy
I just re-invented remote viewing acupuncture therapy. I stuck pins in a voodoo doll to get revenge against my neighbor, and it cured his sexual problems.

WEAPONS OF (MASS DESTRUCTION) (MATH INSTRUCTION):
At the airport today, a public school teacher was arrested trying to board a flight while in possession of a ruler, a protractor, and a calculator. At a press conference, the attorney general said he believes the man is a member of the notorious al-gebra movement. He is being charged with carrying weapons of math instruction. Al-gebra is a fearsome cult. They desire to average everyone by solutions and means and extremes. Sometimes go off on tangents in a search of absolute value of an unknown. They use secret code names like "x" and "y". They refer to themselves as "the X value", but we have determined they belong to a common denominator of the axis of medevil to 150% evil, with coordinates in every country. As the Greek philanderer Isosceles used to say, there are 3 sides to every triangle, "Bush (aka shrub) & the FBI (Fat Boys Institute) declared. When asked to comment on the arrest, President Bush said, "If God had wanted us to have better weapons of math instruction, He would have given us
more fingers and toes. I am gratified that our government has given us a sine that it is intent on protracting us from these math-mad-dogs who are willing to disintegrate us with calculus disregard. Murky statisticians love to inflict plane on every sphere of influence," the President said, adding: "Under the circumferences, we must differentiate their root, make our point squared, and draw the line." President Bush warned, "These weapons of math instruction have the potential to decimal everything in their math on a scalene never before seen unless we become exponents of a Higher Power and begin to factor-in random facts of vertex." The Attorney General added and multiple the statement, "As our Great Leader would say, read my ellipse. Here is one principle he is uncertain of: though they continue to multiply, their days are numbered as the hypotenuse tightens around their necks."